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Capital, one of the pivotal conceptions of the market economy which functions 
mainly in the form of corporation system, exerts basic function. As the basic of 
modern commercial banks’ existence and development, capital constrains their 
expansion, risk defense and market survival abilities. Under the background of 
economy globalization, financial liberalization and financial innovation develop 
promptly, with the interactions of factors such as financial deregulation, inter-bank 
competition, stake holders and the internal reform and development incentives, 
commercial banks face strengthening market discipline. In the New Basel Capital 
Agreement  (Draft, 2001), the Basel Commission takes market discipline, lowest 
capital requirement and internal management as the three pillars to guarantee the 
banking industry steadiness. Under the condition of strengthening market discipline, 
the traditional management ideology and methods based on total asset and liability 
can’t adapt to the modern operation and management of banks. The capital 
management including capital supplementary, risk compensation and capital 
allocation has become the management core of international advanced commercial 
banks, and the banking industry has gradually paid more attention to capital 
management from the aspect of their own business other than of regulation and 
supervision. Based on the traditional asset-liability management, how to use the 
capital reasonably and effectively to lower risk at the maximum level and at the same 
time enhance capital profit, realizing the equilibrium between liquidity, safety and 
profitability at a higher level has become one of the key studying problem of the 
banking industry in the western developed countries, and financial theory gets another 
derivative——bank capital management.  
Commercial bank’s strengthening overall capital management meets not only the 
requirements of risk measurement and allocation, the series of requirements of the 
commercial bank’s interest relatives under the condition of market discipline, but also 
the value management requirement. This paper begins from the concept of capital, 














development stages, deeply discusses the commercial bank management theories, puts 
forward the basic ideology and approaches of establishing modern commercial bank 
capital management systems. Using model and empirical analyzing method and 
technology, the paper tries to set up the capital allocation model under risk and profit 
dual constraints, and tries to solve economic capital allocation optimization and the 
supplementary system of capital management etc. Under the market discipline, 
Chinese commercial banks must strengthen the overall capital management especially 
economic capital management in order to revaluate the risk and profit of the different 
kind of business and achieve the new and more higher level equilibrium amongst 
capital allocation, risk and profit, making “capital constraint and capital management” 
be the rule of commercial banks’ rural management and decision making. 
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